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EXPERIENCE
Disney TV Animation ( September 2020 - current )
- Color Designer for Proud Family: Louder and Prouder.
- Working with Art Director to create color variations for characters to fit
their environment.
- Making sure each character fits the mood lighting of each scene.
- Meeting Art Director and Creator demands with quick turn arounds.
Sesame Studios ( March 2020 - May 2020 )
- Lead Character Design Coordinator.
- Collaborated with classmates to assist in developing concepts, artworks
and designs for potential original short videos.
- Used Photoshop to design characters and create character sheets of poses
and expressions.
- Created multiple story beat thumbnails and the final black and white
story beat illustrations.

SKILLS
Design
- Character design
- Color design
- Prop design
- Background painting
Software
- Photoshop
- Premier Pro
- After Effects
- Toon Boom Harmony
- Toon Boom Storyboard Pro

Cartoon Network (1 month)
- Created title card concept sketches for Summer Camp Island.
- Finalized a fully designed title card for Summer Camp Island.
Weird Enough Productions ( 2 months)
- Color designer for The Uncommons.
- Worked with the design team in following an established art direction.
- Efficiently flatted 66 pages while making sure to meet deadlines and quick turn arounds.
- Worked with a global team using online tools like Notion, Asana, and Slack.

EDUCATION
Savannah College of Arts and Design - BA (2016 -2020)
- Animation major with focus on Visual Development
Mentorship with Phil Ryand
- Character design lessons with focus on rules on turn arounds and simplification
Color and light class with Kat Tsai
- “learning the fundamentals of color and lighting, and then learn how to break those rules to make
gorgeously stylized environment illustrations for feature film development and TV background painting.”

RECOGNITION
Film ‘Harvest’
- PRIX ROYAL Paris Animation Awards 2021 - Award Winner
- Kid’s
Kid first! Film Festival 2020 - Official Selection,
- Standalone Film Festival & Award 2021 - Official Selection.
- Get Out (2017) by Jordan Peele art piece displayed in the Universal Studios gallery show.

